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We provide evidence herein that the previously unstudied
lithium-ene cyclization (eq 1; Met) Li) is more facile than the

widely used Mg analogue;2-4 that the products, however, are
unstable, accepting protons from various donors and possibly
reverting to uncyclized organolithiums; that the only example of
such a cyclization cited in reviews of this reaction involved a
crucial misassignment of the structure of the product; and that
another subsequently discovered cyclization, thought to be a
carbanion-induced ene reaction, is actually a lithium-ene cy-
clization followed by an intramolecular proton transfer.

The “surprisingly smooth” lithium-ene cyclization cited in the
Oppolzer reviews2 refers to the addition ofn-butyllithium to triene
1 and isolation of the products of electrophilic trapping of3
(Scheme 1).5,6 However, as shown below, the actual trapped
intermediate was4.

Our suspicions concerning the reported5 structure (3) of the
cyclic organolithium arose when we were unable to detect the
thioether derivative8 of the lithium-ene cyclization product7
of 6 (readily prepared by reductive lithiation7 of 5 using lithium
4,4′-di-tert-butylbiphenylide (LDBB)) when6 was warmed from
-78 to 20°C and the reaction mixture was treated with bis(p-
methoxyphenyl) disulfide. The acyclic allyllithium6 could be
recovered as its thioether derivative in 40% yield (Scheme 2).
On the other hand, when a methyl group was present at the
2-position of the allyllithium9, as was the case in Scheme 1,8

cyclization to five- and six-membered rings occurred partially
during 1 h at 0 °C and completely at ambient temperature.
However, the cyclic thioethers, isolated in yields of 77% and 64%,
respectively, forn ) 1 and 2, were not those from electrophilic
capture of10, as expected from ref 5, but those from allyllithiums
11. It seemed likely that these products were formed from the

proximate cyclization products10 via the 1,5-proton transfer
shown (Scheme 2).9

Indeed, the alkyllithiumtrans-10 (n ) 1) rearranged in good
yield to trans-11 (n ) 1) at ambient (Scheme 3).

After completion of this work, we became aware of a similar
cyclization to an allyllithium; the report10 (see below) did not
cite the cyclization in Scheme 1 and was not referenced in the
reviews of metallo-ene cyclizations,2 possibly because a different
mechanism was invoked. The question then arose as to why2
cyclized to3 rather than to the allyllithium4. In fact, a critical
reading of the paper5 revealed that the reported 60 MHz NMR
spectrum of the product obtained upon quenching with paraform-
aldehyde was inadequate to distinguish between attack of
formaldehyde on3 or 4. Our repetition of the procedure,5 however
quenching with D2O, deliVered the deuteration product not of3
but of 4.

As to our failure to observe cyclized product8 from 6 (Scheme
2), the low yield of recovered product and the methallyllithium
results made us suspect that cyclization had occurred but that the
cyclized alkyllithium 7 removed a proton from THF11 more
rapidly than the less basic allyllithiums such as11 and that the
resulting volatile hydrocarbon was lost upon workup. This
hypothesis was tested by reductive lithiation of15 in THF. The
cyclized organolithium, which was not trapped by added paraform-
aldehyde, removed a proton from solvent to deliver an excellent
yield of 16. The important conclusion can be drawn that the
lithium-ene cyclization occurs at a considerably lower temper-
ature than the magnesium analogue2 but that because of the
greater basicity of organolithium than organomagnesium com-
pounds, the cyclized organolithium abstracts a proton readily,
either intramolecularly to produce an allyllithium if an allylic
methyl group is nearby or intermolecularly from THF.

It appears likely that this type of facile cyclization, possibly
followed by 1,5-allylic proton transfer as demonstrated above, is
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responsible for the previously inadequately explained high degree
of carbanionic cyclopolymerization of butadiene under certain
conditions.12

For the cyclization of a terminally unsaturated methallyllithium
to an allyllithium analogous to4 and11, Edwards and McQuillin10

suggested a very interesting carbanion-induced ene reaction
(Scheme 5), which differs fundamentally from our suggestion of
a lithium-ene cyclization followed by a 1,5-proton transfer. In
their concept, one conjugated organolithium is converted directly
to another, no nonconjugated alkyllithium intervening. Whereas
the Alder ene reaction usually occurs at temperatures above 200
°C,13 it was suggested that the carbanionic site greatly facilitates
the reaction.

We examined the two mechanisms both by determining the
deuterium isotope effect for the reaction9 f 11 (Scheme 2),
where9 contains CH3 or CD3, and by ab initio computations.
The absence of a primary isotope effect would essentially disprove
the mechanism in Scheme 5 as well as that involving a reversible
cyclization followed by a rate-determining proton transfer.14 An
isotope effect would be revealed if allowing9 (n ) 1; R ) CH3

or CD3) to cyclize for a given length of time resulted in
significantly more cyclization when R) CH3 than when it is
CD3. In the event, allowing each cyclization to occur at 0°C for
3 h led to an 86/14 ratio of cyclized to uncyclized thioether when
R ) CH3 and a ratio of 81/19 when R) CD3; this leads to an
approximate isotope effect of 1.09.15 An independent experiment
involving about 90% cyclization of an equimolar mixture of
labeled and unlabeled9 and determination of the deuterium
content of uncyclized9 by 13C NMR revealed no isotope effect
within experimental error.15

The computed activation energy of the Li-ene reaction of an
allyllithium/ethylene complex was compared with the carbanion-
induced ene (CI-ene) reaction of a methallyllithium/ethylene
complex (Scheme 6), using the Gaussian program.16,17The results
indicate that the lithium-ene addition has a considerably lower
activation energy in the gas phase than the CI-ene process. The

∆Eq for the lithium-enecyclization6 f 7 (19.4-25.8 kcal/mol,18

depending on stereochemistry) is slightly higher than that for the
intermolecularversion in Scheme 6, probably partly due to the
enophile being substituted. When continuum models of solvation,
included in Gaussian, were applied to the transition states,
reactants, and products for both the Li-ene and CI-ene reactions,
the calculated energy difference between the two processes in
Scheme 6 was even greater. Self-Consistent Reaction Field
(SCRF) models used included the Polarized Continuum Model1919

(PCM) and Isodensity Surface PCM20 (IPCM) models. It is thus
likely that this process is actually a lithium-ene cyclization as
originally surmised.

The original putative result which is quoted in the reviews
indicates not only that the lithium-ene cyclization occurs at-25
°C, which it does not (the original paper5 is less than clear on
this point), but that the cyclization is thermodynamically favorable.
Now that we know that the product structure was misassigned,
the possibility exists that this is not so and that the ring closure
is driven to completion by the subsequent intramolecular or
intermolecular proton transfer. To test this reversibility,7 was
prepared by reductive lithiation of the corresponding phenyl
thioether and an attempt was made to trap it or its retrocyclization
product with paraformaldehyde. Apparently, only protonated
product was generated since no trapped product could be isolated
unless paraformaldeyde was added prior to warming to 20°C, in
which case the cyclic alcohol was isolated in excellent yield.

We again turned to computations. Although the intermolecular
Li-ene process shown in Scheme 6 was found to have∆E )
-3.1 kcal/mol, the intramolecular process6 f 7 was found to
be endergonic (∆E ) +11.2 to+11.9 kcal/mol, depending on
stereochemistry; the six-membered ring formation is only slightly
endergonic). It thus appears that the incorrect assignment of3 to
the product of cyclization of2 led to considerably incorrect
conclusions about the lithium-ene cyclization. While it is a
process that occurs more readily than the far more common
magnesium analogue, unlike the latter it is probably thermody-
namically unfavorable and observed only when the cyclization
product undergoes a subsequent irreversible reaction.21 This
concept has been utilized synthetically in a remarkably efficient,
stereoselective, tandem cyclization.22 The lack of an isotope effect
in 9 f 11 is consistent with the proton transfer being far more
rapid than the retrocyclization, i.e., the ring closure is the rate
determining step. This conclusion is also suggested by Scheme
3. If ring opening had preceded proton transfer, the resulting
product would be cis as in Scheme 2.23
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